HAND & machine sewing private
lesson project options
We supply all the materials, but are happy to use your materials if you prefer. We
offer beginner and beginner/intermediate level classes. If you have another project
in mind that we have not listed please contact us so we can discuss the details.

Beginner lesson project options
These projects are for children or adults who haven’t used a sewing machine, or who prefer
these projects to the ones offered in the next level.
The sewing machine projects work best with ages 8 & up, but can be simplified for age 7 if
necessary.
Some of these projects are hand sewing projects or have the option to be hand sewn.
The hand sewn projects can be for ages 6 and up.
The beginner projects are as follows. See following pages for details on each project.

scrunchie

sock bunny
pocket pillow

headbands

pin cushion
plushy

clip on pouch

Beginner/intermediate lesson project options
These projects work best with ages 8 and up, and who have used a sewing machine
prior to this lesson. If they have not sewn before we ask that they are at least 12
years of age.
The beginner/intermediate projects are as follows.
See following pages for details on each project.

sleepmask
zipper pouch
backpack

top or
sun dress

denim bag
pencil case
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Beginner sewing private lesson
project options
scrunchie

clip on pouch

these little pouches are perfect to
hold your school id or metro
card and then clip on to your
backpack.

learn how to make your own
scrunchies! you can pick your
print or add a knotted bow for
extra cuteness! if you finish early
you can make 2 or add a simple
headband.

reversible headband

finally a headband that you to
choose your own fabrics! for the
reversible you can have a solid on
one side & a print on the other
or do 2 different prints.
make it your own

Beginner sewing private lesson
project options
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This is a hand sewing project

sock bunny
these are super fun and can be
made into really any animal or
creature you like. you design the
creature and choose the sock you
want, it could be fuzzy, patterned
or solid...it’s up to you!

pocket pillow
this will be your design, so you
choose the fabric and the shape
of the pillow. you choose where
and what shape pocket you
want. you can add some tassels
or any other embellishment you
like.

pin cushion or plushy
This can be done either by machine or hand sewing depending on age of the student and on
shape of the design.

if this is just the beginning and you
plan to do a lot more sewing, you
might as well design your own pin
cushion! you pick the shape and the
fabric and you'll have it for a lifetime
of sewing!
if you prefer a plushy instead, all we
need to do is add a ribbon and a key
ring/hook.
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Beginner /intermediate
machine sewing private lesson
project options
sleep mask
imagine, a sleep mask of your dreams! you
can design it however you like, add cat ears,
eye lashes or any other details you want to
embellish it with!

up-cycled backpack
you can make this out of a
T-shirt or a pair of jeans. it's
your design so you choose the
fabric, where to place the pocket
and whether you want to embellish
it with a patch or a tassel.

simple sun dress or top

Reversible Beret

if you always dreamed
of designing and
making clothes this
simple dress/top is a
great way to start!
you pick the fabric
and the ribbon for the
strap
you can have so much fun
with this design! you can
make it a traditional french
beret or add these fun
fruitie details like these 2
did. or add some cat ears...so
many fun options!

Beginner /intermediate
machine sewing private lesson
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project options
lined zipper pouch this lined pouch can be
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designed, however you
like..make it simple with
a colorful lining, add
cat ears, make it a fun
shape or any other
details you would like
to design!

up-cycled jean bag

you can make this amazingly cute and
practical bag out of a pair of jeans! it's
your design so you choose the pair of
jeans, how you want to make the strap
and any kinds of fun details to make it
your own

Box pencil case
this pouch can be used for pencils, toiletries,
or anything else you would like to store!
they are super cute and you learn how to
make box corners which are very handy in
sewing.

